In a similar way (with more or less intensity) are our Timelier acid and
drabite purgatives and indeed their barks
epipastis. So with
cautions they may be
tried as substitutes
for the Daphne, to
which they are closely
allied.

Trust that your
health remains un-
impair'd; and that
with your religious
practices you enjoy full
tranquility of mind.

I remain your very
grateful friend,

(Handwritten text continues)
similar or more valuable are our lice, cockroaches, and "purgative web" and their backs stir. So with they may be substitutes for Paracelsus, to they are closely

You will find that 1/48 of a grain of the dry leaf of chewed gum is a burning sensation, or it is with the jimson weed, but some of them are less powerful in their action. An overdose of these kinds of poisons might easily prove fatal. In Sigaro might be turned to something accounts as paper material.

writing that your remains are untied, and that your religious you enjoy full will of mind in your unpre
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